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Executive Summary
•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

The ASEAN region has strong and sustained demand for automobiles, supported by the following key
drivers: robust private consumption and a booming construction industry. This has translated into growing
demand for passenger cars and commercial vehicles.
We see increasing demand for automotive components produced in Singapore, especially among players
in Thailand – the regional hub for automotive manufacturing.
The ASEAN region continues as the largest destination for Singapore exporters in the vehicle space.
However, auto industry exports from Singapore to the region shrank at a CAGR of -11.1% to a value of US$
1.08 billion in 2015.
Despite this, growth opportunities are still present in the region, with two examples being Malaysia and
Myanmar, among others.
Based on our research, Malaysia is the second largest destination for auto industry exports from
Singapore, with a total value of US$ 353.9 million in 2015 and a modest CAGR of 1.59% over the period
2011 -2015. Malaysia’s vehicle fleet is also forecasted to grow at a CAGR of 5.5% over 5 years to reach a
size of 17.3 million by 2020.
Myanmar’s plans to development its public transport system and continued infrastructure development
projects are also expected to create demand for commercial vehicles. Singapore’s automotive industry
exports to Myanmar grew at a relatively high CAGR of 3.73% over 4 years to reach a value of US$ 56.6
million in 2015.
Meanwhile, Singapore exports of automobiles to Thailand has been relatively steady with a CAGR of
1.95% over 2011 - 2015 to reach a value of US$ 170.3 million in 2015. This is due to the saturation of the
market with large multinational manufacturers as Thailand is a significant market for automobile exports
and remains a crucial regional automotive manufacturing hub.
Given the ample possibilities being observed across the ASEAN automotive market, we would recommend
that Singapore companies consider exploring opportunities in this region, with a particular focus on
Myanmar and Malaysia.
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Macroeconomic Outlook of the Industry
Business Overview
Ø

Trend Analysis: Sales of automobiles in the APAC market is projected to grow at a steady CAGR of 5.3% over the period 2015-2020
and reach sales of 46.59 million units by 2020. This puts vehicle sales growth in the APAC region to be second-best globally, behind
the Middle East, but the more even distribution of growth throughout the region makes APAC a more stable and consistent option
for growth than MENA.

Ø

Key Drivers: The APAC demand for automobiles is primarily driven by strong private consumption and a growing construction
industry, which is expected to create greater demand for passenger and commercial vehicles. There is also expected to be
continued growth in the demand for automotive components with a pipeline of investments in production facilities such as BMW’s
hybrid vehicle battery factory in Thailand and Nissan’s engine and transmission production facility in Indonesia.

Ø

Market Leaders: The automotive manufacturing space is dominated by multinational companies such as Honda, Toyota, Mitsubishi
Mazda and Hyundai. These companies have a significant presence in Thailand, which remains a regional production hub for auto
manufacturers.
APAC Automotive Manufacturing Output Geographic Breakdown
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Industry Outlook and Analysis
Analysis Breakdown
Porter’s 5 Forces Analysis
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Ø

Power of Buyers: Dealerships commonly have exclusive
contractual agreements with manufacturers resulting in
very high switching costs. Dealerships are dependent on
manufacturers as the product is indispensable to them,
reducing the power of buyers.

Ø

Power of Suppliers: Automobile manufacturers often
have suppliers who manufacture fabricated components
from raw materials. Manufacturers have expanded
significantly in emerging countries to have a reliable
supplier base, resulting in a moderate power of suppliers.

Ø

Degree of Rivalry: The automotive manufacturing
industry mainly consists of large scale international
companies, although the relatively low number of these
large competitors and differentiation of products
moderates this rivalry to an extent.

Ø

Substitute Threat: Consumer attitudes which increasingly
focus upon reducing running costs could contribute
towards a shift in demand. Alternatives such as public
transport, can pose a substitute threat.

Ø

Likelihood of New Entry: There are relatively high
barriers to entry due to the high capital expenditure and
investment in R&D needed. The tightening of emission
standards poses greater challenges for auto
manufacturers, particularly for small scale producers.
However, the emergence of a relatively new segment for
electric vehicles, new entrants can establish themselves
as specialty manufacturers.
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Regional Landscape and Analysis
Global Exports of Automobiles & Components to ASEAN:
Growth and Volume by Country
High Export Volume
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Ø

Ø

Growing demand for automobiles: The region’s commitment to
infrastructure development is expected to drive demand for
commercial vehicles. An improving economic backdrop in the ASEAN
region is expected to drive sales of passenger vehicles segment.
Emerging opportunities in ASEAN export market: Singapore is
currently the seventh largest exporter of automobiles and
components to the ASEAN region. However, there is still opportunity
for growth as the ASEAN countries’ import volume from Singapore is
relatively small compared to larger major production hubs such as
Japan, Thailand and China.
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Myanmar

Malaysia

Population: 53.9 million
Total GDP (2015): US$ 62.6 billion
Automobiles Import (2015): US$ 1.43 billion
10-Year CAGR: 18.0%

Population: 30.3 million
Total GDP (2015): US$ 296.3 billion
Automobiles Import (2015): US$ 5.77 billion
10-Year CAGR: 7.5%
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Opportunities Spotlight and Analysis

Why Myanmar?

Why Malaysia?

Myanmar
Ø Growth in auto industry exports from Singapore to Myanmar is the third
highest among the ASEAN countries, with a CAGR of 3.7% over 2011-2015.
Ø Myanmar’s vehicle fleet is forecasted to grow at a CAGR of 11.6% over the
period 2015 – 2020 to reach a size of 1.46 million.
Ø The demand for heavy trucks used in infrastructure and dam building
projects is expected to increase as improved roads create better conditions
for long-haul transportation of goods.
Ø With Myanmar looking to modernise it’s public transport network, there is
significant growth potential in the commercial vehicle segment. The
development of a new bus system in Yangon specifically highlights the use
of new buses, which presents a key opportunity for automakers.
Malaysia
Ø Malaysia is second largest destination for auto industry exports from
Singapore, with a 3 year CAGR of 1.6% over 2011-2015.
Ø It’s vehicle fleet is expected to grow at a CAGR of 5.5% over 5 years to
reach a size of 17.3 million by 2020.
Ø A rise in business confidence and continued support to the construction
industry to support growth in the commercial vehicle segment.
Ø Incentives under Malaysia's energy efficient vehicle (EEV) scheme will assist
the country's ambition to become an auto export hub in the region,
providing an alternative to Thailand and Indonesia. This is supported by the
Beijing Auto International Corporation establishing a electric vehicle
manufacturing plant, which is expected to create greater demand for
imports of automotive components.
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Malaysia Vehicle Fleet Volume
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While Myanmar and Malaysia show significant potential for growth, we see potential for headwinds in the Thai automotive industry. Despite
Thailand being a crucial production hub for all the major Japanese automakers, the political uncertainty within Thailand has resulted in the
country losing some investments to Indonesia. As such, growth of Singapore exports of automobiles to Thailand have remained steady, with
a 3 year CAGR of 1.95%. However, given the overall growth of other countries in the ASEAN region, this suggests Singapore has been missing
out on opportunities and should consider exploring the potential for growth in this region.
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About Reciprocus
We specialize in assisting small and medium-sized
businesses with expansion into overseas markets:
•
•
•
•

Selecting and Structuring Route to Entry;
Mergers, Acquisitions, Joint Ventures;
Distributorships, Franchising and Licensing;
Capital Raising.

For more information about our practice, visit our website
at: www.reciprocus.com.

IE Singapore Assistance
The Singapore Government co-funds up to 70% of the third
party professional fees for internationalization activities
under the following schemes:
Market Readiness Assistance Grant: Market assessment,
market entry and business matching activities.
Global Company Partnership Grant: Market research,
scouting for overseas partners and due diligence activities.
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More information available at:
http://www.iesingapore.gov.sg/Assistance.
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Contact Details
Reciprocus International
International Plaza
10 Anson Road #10-22
Singapore 079903

Reciprocus Americas
Empire State Building
350 5th Ave, Suite 7610
New York, NY 10118

Reciprocus Europe
Taefernstrasse 22a
5405 Baden-Daettwil
Switzerland

Tel: +65-6225-9986
Fax: +65-6225-8223

Tel: +1-212-565-0600
Fax: +1-646-349-3532

Tel: +41 56 470 42 70
Fax: +41 56 470 42 72

David Emery
Chairman
david@reciprocus.com

Robert MacPherson
Junior Partner
robert@reciprocus.com

This report has been prepared by Tun Lin Win
(January 2017), based on a review of publicly
available information and existing market intelligence
on-hand at Reciprocus.
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